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Abstract

Maximum flow is a classical network optimization problem in computer science and is dual to

the minimum s-t cut problem. These problems have applications in many areas of science and

engineering. In particular, the minimum s-t cut problem is used in the field of computer vision,

where it is applied to networks created from 2D or 3D images. On these images, minimum s-t cut

is used to label every pixel or voxel in the image in one of two labels. The networks created for this

purpose have special structure, namely a grid of vertices, where each vertex represents a pixel or

voxel in the original image, and is connected to the vertices which represent the neighboring pixels

or voxels. All vertices are connected to two special vertices s and t which represent the two possible

labels. Arc capacities represent either penalties for the discontinuity of labels between neighboring

vertices or penalties for the assignment of a specific label to a specific vertex. Standard techniques

for solving the maximum flow problem, such as the Dinic algorithm or the Push-relabel algorithm,

perform worse than the special-purpose Boykov-Kolmogorov algorithm (BK). The BK algorithm

is based on the augmenting path approach. It grows two trees from s and t bi-directionally,

augmenting flow on an s-t path whenever the trees meet. The BK algorithm finds the maximum

flow in the input network, but has no known polynomial time bound. In practice, however, its

implementation runs faster than classical maximum flow algorithms on computer vision networks.

We introduce the incremental breadth-first search (IBFS) method, which uses ideas from BK but

maintains shortest path trees and augments flow on shortest paths or nearly shortest paths. IBFS

is theoretically justified, in the sense that it runs in polynomial time, and usually outperforms BK

on computer vision networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Maximum Flows

Computing a maximum flow is a classical combinatorial optimization problem with applications in

many areas of science and engineering. For over half a century, the problem has been well studied

both from theoretical and practical viewpoints. The problem is to find a maximum flow function f ,

from a source vertex s to a sink vertex t, in a given network with arc capacities 1. A flow function

f , is a function on the arcs such that for every arc (u, v), f(u, v) is less than or equal to the capacity

of (u, v) and for every vertex w other than s, t the sum of flow on arcs incoming into w, is equal

to the sum of flow on arcs outgoing from w. The value of the flow, denoted |f |, is the sum of flow

on the arcs outgoing from s. The flow f is said to be a maximum flow if |f | is the largest possible

among all flow functions.

The known solutions to the problem are typically classified as augmenting path algorithms,

network simplex and push-relabel methods. From a theoretical point of view, a sequence of

increasingly better asymptotic time bounds has been obtained by the algorithms in the papers

[Dan51, LFF56, Din70, EK72, Kar74, Che77, GN80, ST83, GT88, AO89, AOT89, CH95, CM96,

Alo90, PW93, KRT94, GR98]. See [Gol08] for a survey. To state the bounds, we denote the num-

ber of vertices and arcs in the input network by n and m, respectively. Some time bounds also

depend on the maximum arc capacity U . In such cases we assume that capacities are integral.

The best current bound is O(min(n2/3,m1/2)m log(n2/m) logU), achieved by the binary blocking

1We assume without loss of generality that there are no parallel arcs.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

flow algorithm [GR98]. The best strongly polynomial bound is O(nm logm/(n logn) n), achieved by

a variant of the push-relabel algorithm [KRT94].

Experimental work on the maximum flow problem has a long history. It includes implementa-

tions of Dinic’s blocking flow method [Che79, GG88] which proved superior to the network simplex

and the other augmenting path algorithms. The push-relabel implementation [CG97, Gol09] proved

superior to the blocking flow method in practice, and it is considered the best practical general-

purpose method. See also [CH09].

One of the fundamental results in combinatorial optimization is the max-flow min-cut theorem.

The minimum s-t cut problem is to find a partitioning of the vertices in the graph into two disjoint

sets S and T , such that s is in S and t is in T , and such that the cost of the cut is minimal. The

cost of the cut is defined as the sum of arc capacities for arcs that originate from a vertex in S and

terminate in a vertex in T . The theorem of Ford and Fulkerson [LFF56] states that a maximum

flow from s to t saturates a set of arcs in the graph partitioning the nodes into two disjoint sets S

and T which form a minimum s-t cut.

1.2 Maximum Flows in Computer Vision

The minimum s-t cut problem, is now an important tool in the field of computer vision. In particular

it is used for energy minimization problems such as image segmentation, stereo image processing,

and multiview reconstruction. The graphs used for applications of energy minimization in computer

vision, typically have a specific structure. The goal of the minimum-cut in these applications is to

assign one of two labels to every pixel or voxel in a corresponding 2D or 3D image. The generated

graphs are based on a regular 2D or 3D grid such as the one in Figure 1.1 (due to [BK04]). All the

vertices except the source and the sink represent image pixels or voxels, and adjacent vertices are

usually pixels or voxels that are adjacent in the corresponding 2D or 3D image. The source and

sink vertices, which we will refer to as the terminal vertices, are special vertices. They represent

the two possible labels which can be assigned to all the other vertices. The terminal vertices are

connected to all the other vertices with varying capacities. The arc capacities between adjacent

non-terminal vertices correspond to a penalty for discontinuity between the pixels associates with

these vertices. They represent how well a label from one pixel would continue into the adjacent
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pixel. The arc capacities between the terminal vertices and the non-terminal vertices correspond

to a penalty for assigning the corresponding label to the pixel. The resulting minimum cut {S, T}

is used for a label assignment - the vertices in S are labeled by the label represented by s, and the

vertices in T are labeled by the label represented by t. The degree of non-terminal vertices in the

graph is typically small and constant, depending on the size of the neighborhood examined for every

pixel or voxel. Another characteristic is that the arc capacities between non-terminal vertices often

distribute differently than the arc capacities between terminal vertices and non terminal vertices.

See [BK04, BV06] for surveys of minimum s-t cut applications in computer vision.

Figure 1.1: From [BK04]: Illustrates graphs from computer vision applications. The vertices are
typically arranged in a grid, and are connected to the two terminal vertices s and t.

Boykov and Kolmogorov [BK04] developed a new algorithm that is superior to general-purpose

methods on many of the vision problems. The algorithm of Boykov and Kolmogorov, which we

refer to as BK for short, is an augmenting path algorithm. It runs bi-directionally, growing a tree

from the source and a reverse tree from the sink.

The algorithm processes the vertices in FIFO order, similarly to Breadth-First Search, which

guarantees that the first augmenting path is a shortest path in the residual graph. However, after

the first augmentation, shortest path augmentations are no longer guaranteed. As a result the

algorithm has no known polynomial bound, but only a bound of O(mnF ) for integral capacities,

where F is the value of the maximum flow in the input graph. Note that F = O(nU) where U is the

largest arc capacity. The BK algorithm is an interesting development from a practical point of view
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of the trees in the BK algorithm. The trees are not necessarily breadth
first search trees.

and has been extensively used in the past few years for many different applications in computer

vision.

1.3 Our Contribution

In Chapter 3 we develop an algorithm that combines ideas from BK with those from the shortest

augmenting path algorithms. Our algorithm is, in a way, a blocking flow algorithm. However,

we build the auxiliary network for computing augmenting paths in an incremental manner, by

updating the existing network after each augmentation while doing as little work as we can. Since

network construction is the bottleneck in practice, this leads to better performance. In addition,

like BK and unlike most other augmenting path algorithms, we build the network in a bidirectional

manner, which also improves practical performance.

Figure 1.3: An illustration of the trees in the IBFS algorithm. The trees are breadth first search
trees.

We call the resulting algorithm Incremental Breadth First Search (IBFS). It is theoretically
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justified in the sense that it has a strongly polynomial time bound of O(n2m), and combined with

dynamic trees it runs in O(nm log n) time.

In Chapter 4 we present several variants of IBFS. The nearly shortest path variant, augments

along paths that are sometimes one arc longer than shortest paths and is slightly faster in prac-

tice. The blocking flow variant and the three-pass orphan processing variant use different ways

to reconstruct the network after augmentations, and are interesting from a theocratical point of

view. The blocking flow variant combined with the three-pass orphan processing variant runs in

O(m · min{m
1
2 , n

2
3 }) time on unit capacity networks with no parallel arcs, which matches the

corresponding time bound of Dinic’s blocking flow algorithm.

In Chapter 5 we present our experiments, which show that IBFS is faster than BK on most

vision instances. We review operation counts and show where the gains and losses of IBFS versus

BK stem from. We use publicly available benchmark instances from http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/

data/maxflow/. We also add more instances of our own from computer vision applications, which

we offer publicly along with our code at http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~sagihed/ibfs/.

Like BK, the IBFS algorithm does not perform as well as state-of-the-art codes on some non-

vision instances. Even is such cases, however, IBFS appears to be more robust than BK. BK is

heavily used to solve vision problems in practice. IBFS offers a faster and theoretically justified

alternative.

The results of the thesis are presented in [GHK+11].

http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/data/maxflow/
http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/data/maxflow/
http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~sagihed/ibfs/


Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Definition and Notation

The input to the maximum flow problem is (G, s, t, u), where G = (V,A) is a directed simple graph,

s ∈ V is the source, t ∈ V is the sink (with s 6= t), and u : A → R+ is the capacity function. Let

n = |V | and m = |A|.

Let aR denote the reverse of an arc a, let AR be the set of all reverse arcs, and let A′ = A∪AR.

A function g on A′ is anti-symmetric if g(a) = −g(aR).

A flow f is an anti-symmetric function on A′ that satisfies capacity constraints on all arcs

and conservation constraints at all vertices except s and t. The capacity constraint for a ∈ A

is 0 ≤ f(a) ≤ u(a) and for a ∈ AR it is −u(aR) ≤ f(a) ≤ 0. The conservation constraint

for v is
∑

(u,v)∈A f(u, v) =
∑

(v,w)∈A f(v, w). The flow value is the total flow from the source:

|f | =
∑

(s,v)∈A f(s, v). A cut is a partition to two sets S and T such that s ∈ S, t ∈ T . The capacity

of a cut is defined by u(S, T ) =
∑

v∈S,w∈T,(v,w)∈A u(v, w). The max-flow/min-cut theorem [LFF56]

says that the value of the maximum flow is equal to the capacity of the minimum cut.

The residual capacity of an arc a ∈ A′ is defined by uf (a) = u(a)− f(a). Note that if f satisfies

capacity constraints, then uf is nonnegative. The residual graph Gf = (V,Af ) is the graph induced

by the arcs in A′ with strictly positive residual capacity. An augmenting path is an s–t path in Gf .

When we talk about distances (and shortest paths), we mean the distance in the residual

graph where each arc has length 1. A distance labeling from s is an integral function ds on V

that satisfies ds(s) = 0. Given a flow f , we say that ds is valid if for all (v, w) ∈ Af we have

6



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 7

ds(w) ≤ ds(v) + 1. A (valid) distance labeling to t, dt, is defined symmetrically. We say that an

arc (v, w) is admissible w.r.t. ds if (v, w) ∈ Af and ds(v) = ds(w) − 1, and admissible w.r.t. dt if

(v, w) ∈ Af and dt(w) = dt(v)− 1.

2.2 The Algorithm of Boykov and Kolmogorov

In this section we review the BK algorithm [BK04]. It is based on augmenting paths. It maintains

two trees of residual arcs, S rooted from s and T rooted into t. Initially S contains only s and T

contains only t. At each step, a vertex is in S, in T , or free. A tree vertex can be either active

or internal. The outer loop of the algorithm consists of three stages: growth, augmentation, and

adoption.

The growth stage expands the trees by scanning the neighbors of their active vertices and

adding newly-discovered vertices to the tree from which they have been discovered. The newly-

added vertices become active. Vertices become internal after being scanned. If no active vertices

remain, the algorithm terminates. If a residual arc from S to T is discovered, then the augmentation

stage starts.

Figure 2.1: The trees in the BK algorithm with active vertices in them. The active vertices are the
vertices from which the trees grow.

The augmentation stage takes the path found by the growth stage and augments as much flow as

possible on it so that its bottleneck residual capacity is saturated. Some tree arcs become saturated,

and their endpoints furthest from the corresponding root become orphans. If an arc (v, w) becomes

saturated and both v and w are in S, then w becomes an S-orphan. If both v and w are in T , v

becomes a T -orphan. If v is in S and w is in T , then a saturation of (v, w) does not create orphans.
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Orphans are placed on a list and processed in the adoption stage.

Figure 2.2: An augmentation step in the BK algorithm. The augmenting path need not be a
shortest s-t path in the residual graph.

The adoption stage processes orphans until there are none left. Consider an S-orphan v (T -

orphans are processed similarly). We look for residual arcs (u, v) for which the vertex u is in S. If

we find such u, we check whether the tree path from u to s is valid (it may not be if it contains an

orphan, including u). If u with a valid path is found, we make u the parent of v.

Figure 2.3: An adoption step on a vertex v in the BK algorithm. The triangle represents an orphan
subtree. The solid arcs are residual arcs which are tree arcs. The dashed arcs are residual arcs
which are not tree arcs. Vertex u can be selected as a parent for v. Vertex w cannot be selected as
a parent for v, since there is no residual path from w to t (the path terminates at vertex v).

If we fail to find a new parent for v, we make v a free vertex and make all children of v orphans.

Then we examine all residual arcs (u, v) and for each u in S, we make u active. To provide intuition

into why u is marked active, note that the tree path from s to u contains an orphan (otherwise u

would have been picked as v’s parent). Making u active ensures that if u (or a subtree containing

u) is eventually reattached to its former tree, we will find v again.



Chapter 3

Incremental Breadth-First Search

3.1 The Algorithm

The main idea of the IBFS algorithm is to modify BK to maintain breadth-first search trees, which

leads to a polynomial time bound (O(n2m)). Using existing techniques, this bound can be improved

to match the best available bound for blocking flow algorithms.

The algorithm maintains distance labels ds(v) and dt(v) for every vertex v. The two trees, S

and T , satisfy the tree invariants: for some values Ds and Dt, the trees contain all vertices at

distances up to Ds from s and up to Dt to t, respectively. We also maintain the invariant that

L = Ds +Dt + 1 is a lower bound on the length of any augmenting path, so the trees are disjoint.

A vertex can be an S-vertex, T -vertex, S-orphan, T -orphan, or N -vertex (not in any tree).

Each vertex maintains a parent pointer p, which is null for N -vertices and orphans. We maintain

the invariant that tree arcs are admissible. During the adoption step, the trees are rebuilt and are

not well-defined. Some invariants are violated and some orphans may leave the trees. We say that

a vertex is in S if it is an S-vertex or an S-orphan. In a growth step, there are no orphans, so the

vertices of S are all the S-vertices. Similarly for T .

If a vertex v is in S, ds(v) is the meaningful label value and dt(v) is unused. The situation is

symmetric for vertices in T . Labels of N -vertices are irrelevant. Since at most one of ds(v) and

dt(v) is used at any given time, one can use a single variable to represent both labels.

Initially, S contains only s, T contains only t, ds(s) = dt(t) = 0, and all parent pointers are

null . The algorithm proceeds in passes. At the beginning of a pass, all vertices in S are S-vertices,

9
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all vertices in T are T -vertices, and other vertices are N -vertices. The algorithm chooses a tree to

grow in the pass, either S (forward) or T (reverse). Assume we have a forward pass; the other case

is symmetric. The goal of a pass is to grow S by one level and to increase Ds (and L) by one. We

make all vertices v of S with ds(v) = Ds active. The pass executes growth steps, which may be

interrupted by augmentation steps (when an augmenting path is found) followed by adoption steps

(to fix the invariants violated when some arcs get saturated). At the end of the pass, if S has any

vertices at level Ds + 1, we increment Ds; otherwise we terminate.

Figure 3.1: A forward pass of IBFS. Note that during a forward pass, active vertices exist only in
level Ds of S.

For efficiency, we use the current arc data structure, which ensures that each arc into a vertex v

is scanned at most once between increases of the distance label of v during the adoption step. The

current arc of v is meaningful only when v is S or v is in T . When v is in S the current arc of v is

an incoming arc into v and when v is in T the current arc of v is an outgoing arc from v. When an

N -vertex v is added to S we set the current arc of v to the first arc in the reverse adjacency list of

v. We will maintain the invariant that the arcs preceding the current arc on the reverse adjacency

list of v are not admissible. For a vertex v in T the treatment is symmetric using the adjacency

list rather than the reverse adjacency list.

The growth step picks an active vertex v and scans v by examining residual arcs (v, w). If w

is an S-vertex, we do nothing. If w is an N -vertex, we make w an S-vertex, set p(w) = v, and set

ds(w) = Ds + 1. If w is in T , we perform an augmentation step as described below. After all arcs

out of v have been scanned, v becomes inactive. If a scan of v is interrupted by an augmentation
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step, we remember the outgoing arc that triggered it. If v is still active after the augmentation, we

resume the scan of v from that arc to avoid rescanning the preceding arcs.

The augmentation step applies when we find a residual arc (v, w) with v in S and w in T . The

path P obtained by concatenating the s–v path in S, the arc (v, w), and the w–t path in T is an

augmenting path. We augment on P , saturating some of its arcs.

Figure 3.2: An augmentation step of IBFS. The parent arcs of the orphan vertices are saturated
during this augmentation. The triangles represent the orphan sub trees that are created after the
augmentation. Note the augmenting path is always a shortest s-t path in the residual graph.

Saturating an arc (x, y) 6= (v, w) creates orphans. Note that x and y are in the same tree. If

they are in S, we make y an S-orphan and set p(y) = null . Otherwise we make x a T -orphan and

set p(x) = null . At the end of the augmentation step, we have (possibly empty) sets Os and Ot of

S- and T -orphans, respectively. These sets are processed during the adoption step.

We describe the adoption step assuming we grow S (the case for T is symmetric). S has a

partially completed level Ds+1. To avoid re-scanning vertices at level Ds, we allow adding vertices

to this level during orphan processing.

Our implementation of the adoption step is based on the relabel operation of the push-relabel

algorithm [GT86]. To process an S-orphan v, we first scan the reverse adjacency list of v starting

from the current arc and stop as soon as we find a residual arc (u, v) with ds(u) = ds(v) − 1. If

such a vertex u is found, we make v an S-vertex, set the current arc of v to (v, u), and set p(v) = u.

If no such u is found, we apply the orphan relabel operation to v. The operation scans the reverse

adjacency list again to find the vertex u for which ds(u) is minimum and (u, v) is residual. If no

such u exists, or if ds(u) > Ds, we make v an N -vertex and make vertices w such that p(w) = v
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S-orphans. Otherwise we choose u to be the first such vertex and set the current arc of v to be

(v, u), set p(v) = u, set ds(v) = ds(u) + 1, make v an S-vertex, and make vertices w such that

p(w) = v S-orphans. If v was active and now ds(v) = Ds + 1, we make v inactive (active vertices

exist only in level Ds).

Figure 3.3: An orphan relabel step of IBFS on vertex v. The solid arc are residual arcs which are
tree arcs. The dashed arcs are residual arcs which are not tree arcs. The triangles represent orphan
sub trees. Vertex v finds vertex u as the lowest potential parent and performs a relabel with u
as his new parent. The children of v then become orphans themselves and will be processed later
during this adoption phase.

The adoption step for T -vertices is symmetric except we make v an N -vertex if dt(u) ≥ Dt (not

just dt(u) > Dt). Note that we are in a forward pass so for every vertex w in T we have dt(w) ≤ Dt

while for every vertex w in S we have ds(w) ≤ Ds+1. Once both adoption steps finish, we continue

the growth step.

We present a variant of the adoption step, called three-pass orphan processing, in Section 4.2.

3.2 Correctness and Running Time

In this section, we prove that IBFS is correct and bound its running time. When analyzing indi-

vidual passes, we assume we are in a forward pass; the reverse pass is similar. We start the analysis
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by considering what happens on tree boundaries.

Lemma 3.2.1. If (u, v) is residual:

1. During a forward pass, if u ∈ S, ds(u) ≤ Ds, and v /∈ S, then u is an active S-vertex (so in

particular ds(u) = Ds).

2. During a reverse pass, if v ∈ T , ds(v) ≤ Dt, and u /∈ T , then v is an active T -vertex (so in

particular dt(v) = Dt).

3. After the increase of Ds, and until the next forward pass, if u ∈ S and v /∈ S, then ds(u) = Ds.

4. After the increase of Dt, and until the next reverse pass, if v ∈ T and u /∈ T , then dt(v) = Dt.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the growth, augmentation, and adoption steps and passes. We

prove the lemma for a forward pass; the proof for a reverse pass is symmetric. During a forward

pass only Claims (1) and (4) are relevant. At the end of the pass Claim (3) is also relevant.

At the beginning of a (forward) pass, all S-vertices u with ds(u) = Ds are active. Moreover,

Claim (3) holds at the end of the previous pass (or after the initialization for the first pass). This

implies that Claim (1) is correct at the beginning of the pass. Claim (4) is unaffected.

A growth step on u ∈ S without an augmentation makes u inactive, but only after completing a

scan of all arcs (u, v) and adding all vertices v 6= t with a residual arc (u, v) to S. Therefore Claim

(1) is maintained. The growth step does not change T , so it cannot affect the validity of Claim (4).

An augmentation can make an arc (u, v) non-residual, which cannot cause any claim to be

violated. An augmentation can create a new residual arc (u, v) with u ∈ S, if flow is pushed along

(v, u). In this case v = p(u), so v must also be in S and Claim (1) does not apply to (u, v). The

symmetric argument shows that Claim (4) does not apply to a new residual arc (u, v) with v ∈ T ,

since in this case u must be in T .

An orphan relabel step can remove a vertex v from S. However, if a residual arc (u, v) exists

with u ∈ S and ds(u) ≤ Ds, then by definition of the orphan relabel step, v remains an S-vertex. So

Claim (1) is maintained after an orphan relabel step. An orphan relabel step can remove a vertex

u from T . However, if a residual arc (u, v) exists with v ∈ T and dt(v) < Dt, then by definition of

the orphan relabel step, u remains a T -vertex. So Claim (4) is maintained as well.
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At the end of the pass, there are no active vertices, and (u, v) can be a residual arc with u ∈ S

and v /∈ S only if ds(u) > Ds. Since we grow the tree by one level, we have that ds(u) = Ds + 1.

This implies that Claim (3) holds after the increase of Ds. Claim (4) is unaffected after the increase

of Ds.

At the end of the forward pass there are no active vertices, so if the level Ds + 1 of S is empty,

then by Lemma 3.2.1 there are no residual arcs from a vertex in S to a vertex not in S, and therefore

the current flow is a maximum flow. The symmetric claim applies at the end of a reverse pass. So

correctness of IBFS is established.

In order to bound the running time of IBFS, we now consider the invariants maintained by the

algorithm.

Lemma 3.2.2. The following invariants hold:

1. Vertices in S and T have valid labelings, ds and dt.

2. For every vertex u in S, u’s current arc precedes the first admissible arc to u or is equal to it.

For every vertex u in T , u’s current arc precedes the first admissible arc from u or is equal

to it.

3. If u is an S-vertex, then (p(u), u) is admissible. If u is a T -vertex, then (u, p(u)) is admissible.

4. For every vertex v, ds(v) and dt(v) never decrease 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the growth, augmentation and adoption steps. We prove the

claim for S; the proof for T is symmetric.

Augmentations do not change labels and therefore (4) is not affected. An augmentation can

create a new residual arc (u, p(u)) by pushing flow on (p(u), u). Using the induction assumption of

(3), however, (p(u), u) is admissible, so (u, p(u)) cannot be admissible and thus (2) still applies. In

addition, ds(p(u)) = ds(u) − 1, so (1) is maintained. An augmentation can make an arc (p(u), u)

non-admissible by saturating it. However, this cannot violate claims (1) or (2) and vertex u becomes

an orphan, so (3) is not applicable.

1If ds(v) is defined at times t1 and t2 > t1 then its value at time t1 is no larger than its value at time t2. Note
that ds(v) may be undefined in between t1 and t2 if v stops being an S-vertex at that period.
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Consider a growth step on u that adds a new vertex v to S. We set ds(v) = ds(u) + 1 = Ds + 1,

so (3) holds. For every residual arc (w, v) with w ∈ S, w must be active by Lemma 3.2.1. Since

the ds value of every active vertex is Ds, we get ds(w) = Ds = ds(v)− 1, so (1) holds. The current

arc of v is v’s first arc, so (2) holds. Since v is added at the highest possible label, it is clear that

the label of v did not decrease and (4) is maintained.

Consider an adoption step on v. The initial scan of the orphan’s arc list does not change labels

and therefore cannot break (1) or (4). An orphan scan starts from the current arc, which precedes

the first admissible arc by the induction assumption of (2), therefore it will find the first admissible

arc to v. So if v finds a new parent, the new current arc is the first admissible arc to v, as required

by (2) and (3). An orphan relabel finds the first lowest label ds(u) such that (u, v) is residual. So

the labeling remains valid and the current arc is the first admissible arc, as required by (1), (2)

and (3). Using the induction assumption of (1), the validity of the labeling ensures that an orphan

relabel cannot decrease the label of a vertex, so (4) is maintained.

The following two lemmas are useful to provide some intuition on the algorithm. They are not

needed for the analysis.

Lemma 3.2.3. During a growth phase, for every vertex v ∈ S, the path in S from s to v is a

shortest path, and for every vertex v ∈ T , the path in T from v to t is a shortest path.

Proof. We give a proof for S; the proof for T is symmetric. Suppose for an S-vertex w, there is

a residual s-w path that is shorter than ds(w). Assume s-w passes entirely through vertices in S.

Then using Claim (1) of Lemma 3.2.2, if we walk along the path and apply the valid labeling rule

telescopically, we get that the length of the path is larger or equal to ds(w), which is a contradiction.

So let (u, v) be the first arc in the path such that u ∈ S and v /∈ S. Using Lemma 3.2.1 Claims (1)

and (3), ds(u) = Ds, so the length of the prefix of the path to v is already larger or equal to Ds + 1

which is larger or equal to ds(w), again a contradiction.

Lemma 3.2.4. The algorithm maintains the invariant that L = Ds +Dt + 1 is a lower bound on

the length of an augmenting path, and always augments along the shortest augmenting path.

Proof. Only augmentations can change the distance from s to t. If L is a lower bound on the

length of an augmenting path, then by Lemma 3.2.3 the augmentation is on a shortest path. It
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is well-known that in this case, for every vertex, its distance from s and to t is monotonically

non-decreasing. Consequently, the s-t distance is monotonically non-decreasing and L remains a

lower bound on the shortest augmenting path length.

The next lemma allows us to charge the time spent on orphan arc scans.

Lemma 3.2.5. After an orphan relabel on v in S, ds(v) increases. After an orphan relabel on v

in T , dt(v) increases. 2.

Proof. Consider an orphan relabel on an orphan v ∈ S. The analysis for an orphan v ∈ T is

symmetric.

Let U be the set of vertices u such that u ∈ S and (u, v) is residual during the orphan relabel.

By Lemma 3.2.2, v’s current arc precedes the first admissible arc to v. Since during the orphan

scan we did not find any admissible arc after v’s current arc, there are no admissible arcs to v. By

Lemma 3.2.2, the labeling is valid, so ds(u) ≥ ds(v)− 1 for every u ∈ U . Since no admissible arc to

v exists, we have that ds(u) ≥ ds(v) for every u ∈ U . So if the relabel operation does not remove

v from S, it will increase ds(v) by definition.

Assume the relabel operation removes v from S. Let d′s(v) be the value of ds(v) when v was

removed from S. Vertex v might be added to S later, during a growth step on some vertex w ∈ S.

If w ∈ U , then ds(w) did not decrease since the relabel on v (by Lemma 3.2.2), so v will be added

to S with a higher label. If w /∈ U then (w, v) became residual after v was removed from S. This

means flow was pushed along (v, w) with v /∈ S. This is only possible with w /∈ S. So w was at some

point removed from S and then added back to S at label Ds+1 ≥ d′s(v). Using Lemma 3.2.2, ds(w)

did not decrease since that time, so when v is added to S, we get ds(v) = ds(w)+1 ≥ d′s(v)+1.

We are now ready to bound the running time of the algorithm.

Lemma 3.2.6. IBFS runs in O(n2m) time.

Proof. There are three types of operations we must account for: adoption steps, growth steps with

augmentations and growth steps without augmentations.

2If v is a relabeled S-orphan at time t1 and ds(v) is also defined at time t2 > t1 then ds(v) at time t1 is smaller
than ds(v) at time t2. Note that ds(v) may be undefined in between t1 and t2 if v stops being an S-vertex at that
period.
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Consider a growth step on v without an augmentation. We charge a scan of a single arc during

the step to the label of v. Since we do not perform augmentations, v becomes inactive once the

scan of its arcs is done. Vertex v can become active again only when its label increases. Thus every

arc (v, u) scanned during such a growth step charges the distance label at most once. There are at

most n − 1 different label values for each side (S or T ), so the total time spent scanning arcs in

growth steps without augmentations is O(Σv degree(v) · (n− 1)) = O(nm).

We charge a scan of a single arc during an adoption step on v to the label of v. By Lemma

3.2.5 and Claim (4) of Lemma 3.2.2, after every orphan relabel ds(v) or dt(v) increases and cannot

decrease afterwards. So every arc charges each label at most twice, once in an orphan scan and once

in an orphan relabel. Since there are O(n) labels, the total time spent scanning arcs in adoption

steps is also O(nm).

We divide the work of a growth step with an augmentation on v into scanning arcs of v to find

the arc to T and performing the augmentation. For the former, since we remember the arc used in

the last augmentation, an arc of v not participating in an augmentation is scanned only once per

activation of v. An analysis similar to that for the growth steps without augmentation gives an

O(nm) bound on this work for the whole algorithm. For the latter, if the saturated arc (u, v) is in

S or T , the augmentation can be charged to the previous scan of (u, v) after which it was added to

the tree. Since we showed that the number of arc scans is O(nm) we have O(nm) such charges. It

remains to account for augmentations that saturate an arc (u, v) with u ∈ S and v ∈ T . We charge

every such augmentation to the label ds(u). Since in a single activation of u, (u, v) is saturated

at most once, and since u can become active only once before its label increases, it follows that

saturations of (u, v) charge the label ds(u) at most once. There are at most n − 1 different label

values, so the total number of such charges is O(nm). Since an augmentation takes O(n) time, the

total time spent on growth steps with augmentations is O(n2m).

This bound can be improved to O(nm log n) using the dynamic tree data structure [ST83]. The

dynamic tree data structure maintains a collection of vertex-disjoint rooted trees subject to the

following operations. These operations assume a tree with arcs pointing from each parent to its

child. A reverse tree uses a symmetric set of operations.

link(u, v): Combine the trees containing u and v by adding the arc (u, v).
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cut(v): Divide the tree containing v into two trees by deleting the arc (p(v), v).

mincost(v): Return the vertex v closest to the root of its tree, such that the arc (p(v), v) has

minimum capacity among arcs on the tree path from v to the root of its tree.

addcost(v, c): Modify the capacities of all arcs on the tree path from v to the root of its tree by

adding c to the capacity of each arc.

We maintain the trees S and T as dynamic trees. During a growth step, if we attach a new vertex v

using an arc e, we call the link operation on e which will add v to the tree. During an augmentation,

if we saturate an arc and create an orphan v, we call the cut operation on v which will separate v’s

subtree from the main tree. During an orphan step, if we reattach an orphan v to its tree using some

arc e, we call the link operation on e which will reattach v’s subtree. During an augmentation,

we can find the bottleneck arc capacity along the augmenting path, with a call to the mincost

operation in each tree. We can perform the augmentation by calling the addcost operation in each

tree. We then call the mincost operation repeatedly in each tree, once per saturated arc, so that

each time we find the next saturated arc along the augmenting path. When we have the saturated

arcs, we perform the adoption steps as described above. The dynamic tree operations cost us a

factor of O(log n) in growth steps and orphan steps. However, an augmentation now takes O(log n)

time, so the total time for the algorithm is O(nm log n).

Later we present a variant of IBFS that runs in O(m · min{m
1
2 , n

2
3 }) time on unit capacity

networks with no parallel arcs. In practice, however, the simple O(n2m) version works best on

vision instances.



Chapter 4

Variants of IBFS

We discuss three versions of IBFS, a nearly shortest path version, a three-pass adoption version and

a blocking flow version. Our experiments showed that the last two versions have higher constant

factors and are somewhat slower than the standard IBFS algorithm on vision instances. The nearly

shortest path version was a little faster on vision instances, and this is the variant being used in our

final implementation. The last two variants are interesting from a theoretical viewpoint, however,

and are worth further experimental evaluation on non-vision graph families as well.

4.1 A nearly shortest path version

In BK, active nodes from both trees are scanned intermittently. We can apply the same notion to

IBFS, and grow both S and T during the same pass. In this modified version, there is no forward

or reverse pass; a pass is both forward and reverse at the same time. We begin the pass by making

all vertices v, such that v is in S and ds(v) = Ds or v is in T and dt(v) = Dt, active. The pass

executes growth steps on vertices from S or from T in arbitrary order. After the pass is done, if

S has any vertices at level Ds + 1 and T has any vertices at level Dt + 1 we increment both Ds

and Dt; otherwise we terminate. So after every pass in the modified version, our lower bound L

on the length of the shortest path increases by 2. During an adoption step, when we perform an

orphan relabel step on v in S, if the lowest parent we find is u with ds(u) > Ds, then v becomes

an N -vertex and we make vertices w with p(w) = v, S-orphans. Unlike the original IBFS, in the

modified version this rule applies in all passes, as the distinction between forward and reverse passes

19
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no longer exists. The symmetric rule applies to T -orphans. The reminder of the algorithm remains

untouched as per our description in Chapter 3.

Note that if a growth step on a vertex v ∈ S finds a neighbor w ∈ T we proceed to an

augmentation step as usual. However, as opposed to the original version of IBFS, if dt(w) = Dt+ 1

then the augmenting path may be one arc longer than the shortest augmenting path, hence the

name of this version. The same can happen symmetrically during a growth step in T . However, this

does not affect the correctness or running time of the algorithm. Lemma 3.2.1 remains the same

except that we treat all passes as both forward and reverse at the same time. Similarly, Lemma

3.2.2, Lemma 3.2.5 and Lemma 3.2.6 remain correct.

Figure 4.1: An augmentation in the nearly shortest path variant of IBFS. Trees S and T are grown
intermittently. The augmenting path may be one arc longer than the shortest s-t path in the
residual graph. This may happen when we find an arc connecting a complete level of one tree with
an uncomplete level of the other tree, such as in the figure above.

4.2 Three-pass adoption

Another implementation of the adoption step, which we call a three-pass variant, looks at each

processed orphan and its adjacent arcs at most three times. We describe an adoption step in a

forward pass; the adoption step in a reverse pass is symmetric.

During the first adoption pass, we process an orphan v the same way as the standard adoption

step, unless v does not reconnect to its tree on the same level. In such a case, we do not perform an

orphan relabel on v but rather add v to list of such vertices, to be used in the second adoption pass.

The children of v still become orphans as before, and they may or may not join the list themselves.

During the second adoption pass, we scan each S-orphan v in the list created by the first pass.
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When scanning v, we examine all residual arcs (u, v) with u an S-vertex. Let u be the neighbor

with the minimum ds value. We set ds(v) = ds(u) + 1 and p(v) = u, then insert v into a priority

queue with key ds(v). If no such u exists, we insert v in the priority queue with key Ds + 2. The

second adoption pass for T -orphans is symmetric.

During the third adoption pass, we extract the minimum vertex v from the priority queue. If

ds(v) > Ds + 1, we make v an N -vertex. Otherwise we scan v by examining all residual arcs (v, w).

If w is an S-orphan and ds(w) > ds(v) + 1, we set p(w) = v and ds(w) = ds(v) + 1. Note that in

this case w is in the priority queue and the latter assignment results in a decrease-key operation.

After the scan, we make v an S-vertex and, if ds(v) = Ds, we make v active. The third adoption

pass for T vertices is the same, except we make v an N -vertex if dt(v) > Dt.

Its worth noting that a buckets array can be used as the priority queue implementation. Every

cell in the array is a bucket holding all the orphans with a particular label, enabling a direct access

to every bucket by its label. Its easy to see that the number of buckets is no larger than the length

of the augmentation, so the scanning of empty buckets can be charged in the same way as the

augmentation time.

The standard IBFS adoption that uses orphan relabeling may perform, in theory, many orphan

relabels (scans of the adjacency list) during the course of a single adoption step. In fact, in the

standard version, the number of orphan relabels for a specific vertex during a single adoption step

cannot be bounded by a constant. In the three-pass adoption variant, the number of relabels per

vertex in a single adoption step is at most three. In practice, however, due the dense grid-like nature

of the vision instances, a vertex seldom performs more than one relabel per adoption step. For this

reason the standard version surpasses the three-pass adoption variant on the vision instances in

practice.

4.3 A blocking flow version

Note that at the beginning of a pass, we have an auxiliary network on which we can compute a

blocking flow (see e.g. [Kar74]). The network is induced by the arcs (v, w) such that either both

v and w are in the same tree and the arc is admissible, or v is in S and w is in T and (v, w) is

residual.
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We get a blocking flow algorithm by delaying orphan relabelings, in the same way as the first

adoption pass in Section 4.2. An orphan v tries to reconnect to its former tree at the same level

as before and if this fails it would normally perform an orphan relabel step. In the blocking

flow version, we delay this relabel step, and add v to a list of delayed orphans. We continue to

disassemble the subtree rooted at v by making the children of v orphans, so they may or may not

become delayed themselves. Using Lemma 3.2.5 and Lemma 3.2.4, the distance of v from s (if v

is an S-orphan) or from t (if v is a T -orphan) increased. Since v was on an augmenting path of

length L and its distance to one of the terminals increased, then it can no longer participate in

any augmenting path of length L. So if we delay the orphan relabel step of v to the end of the

current pass we will not affect any augmentations during the pass. During the pass, we treat the

delayed orphans as S-vertices, so they are ignored if found during growth steps. At the end of

the current pass, we process the delayed orphans. We perform the orphan relabel step on all the

delayed orphans for each tree. Note that during this adoption pass, we treat the delayed orphans

as regular vertices, so when processing delayed orphans we may choose other delayed orphans as

their parents. Alternatively, the last two adoption passes of the three-pass adoption variant can be

applied here, see Section 4.2. An additional test is required for T -orphans in a forward pass and

for S-orphans in a reverse pass: during a forward pass, if v is a T -orphan that did not reconnect to

T during the delayed orphan processing, then we check if v can connect to S: if there is a vertex

u ∈ S with (u, v) residual and ds(u) = Ds, then we make v an S-vertex, set p(v) = u and set

ds(v) = ds(u)+1. This covers the case where v would have been found during a growth step on u if

we did not ignore it during growth steps. Note that we consider only the case of ds(u) = Ds since

the case of ds(u) < Ds is impossible by Lemma 3.2.1. The process for a reverse pass is symmetric.

If the total time for adoption steps in a single blocking flow computation is O(m), such as when

using the last two passes of the three-pass adoption (see Section 4.2), then the time of the blocking

flow version of IBFS on unit capacity networks with no parallel arcs is O(m ·min{m
1
2 , n

2
3 }). This

is the same bound that is established for Dinic’s blocking flow algorithm in [ET75], and can be

proved in the same way for IBFS. For completeness, we outline the proof here.

In a unit capacity network, augmentations of a single blocking flow computation take O(m)

time since every arc we augment through is saturated and therefore appears on an augmenting

path only once in a single blocking flow computation. So in a unit capacity graph, the blocking
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flow variant of IBFS, when combined with an adoption phase that takes O(m) time, spends O(m)

time on a single blocking flow computation.

Let λ = min{m
1
2 , n

2
3 }. After the first 2λ blocking flow computations, the distance from s to t

is at least 2λ. If λ = m
1
2 then we apply the pigeon hole principal to the Ω(m

1
2 ) sets of residual arcs

Ai = {(u, v) | d(s, u) = i− 1 ∧ d(s, v) = i} where 2 ≤ i ≤ d(s, t). There must be a set Ai such that

|Ai| ≤ m
1
2 . So Ai is a cut in the residual graph of capacity ≤ λ. If λ = n

2
3 then we apply the pigeon

hole principal to the sets of nodes N2i = {v | d(s, v) = 2i − 1 ∨ d(s, v) = 2i} where 1 ≤ i ≤ d(s,t)
2 .

There must be a set N2i such that |N2i| ≤ n
λ = n

1
3 and therefore there are at most (n

1
3 )2 arcs in

A2i. So A2i is a cut in the residual graph of capacity ≤ λ. In both cases the minimum cut left in

the residual graph is of capacity at most λ and so there are at most λ more augmentations. Overall

the time spent is O(λ · time of a single blocking flow computation) = O(λm).



Chapter 5

Experimental Results

5.1 Historical Account Of Implementations

In the next section we review the details of our final implementation. Chronologically, we went

through several stages in developing IBFS, before arriving at our final version. We describe some

of these stages here.

Our first implementation was more similar to BK in the way active vertices were maintained.

Active vertices were not only vertices in level Ds, but possibly also vertices of lower levels from

which the tree could be grown. If an S-Orphan v did not reconnect to S on the same level, we

made v an N -vertex and for every u ∈ S such that (u, v) is residual, we made u active. If u is

later made an N -vertex then it stops being active. We handled T -orphans symmetrically. The

list of active vertices was maintained in a priority queue with the label of the vertex as the key.

Growth steps processed vertices from the queue of active vertices in ascending order of keys. We

played with different implementations of the priority queue, namely a buckets data structure and

an array-based heap implementation. This version performed significantly worse than the current

implementation.

Another early attempt was to put in place certain heuristics that would determine the direc-

tionality the algorithm should run in: bi-directional, uni-directional from s, or uni-directional from

t. We denote the arcs from s and to t as terminal arcs, and all other arcs non-terminal arcs. As it

stands out, the vision instances often have arc capacities that distribute quite differently on termi-

nal arcs than on non-terminal arcs. This is because these arc capacities are penalties originating

24
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from either two or three different models, see Section 1.2. As a result, terminal arcs may have, on

average, much lower capacities than non-terminal arcs. Depending on the vision application, this

may be true only for arcs from s or only for arcs to t or for both. We observed this in practice, by

noting that in some vision applications, augmentation bottlenecks are very often arcs of a single on

of the three cases above.

Augmentation bottlenecks on the terminal arcs, raise the importance of the bi-directionalty

of BK: if we were running uni-directionally from, say, the source, and augmentation bottlenecks

tended to be on terminal arcs from s, then we would very often have to rebuild very large sub-trees

of S whose depth is about the distance between s and t in the residual graph. If we are running

bi-directionally, then at worse we rebuild just S or just T , each of them is of depth about half the

distance between s and t in the residual graph. However, theocratically, it might be more beneficial

to run uni-directionally from the opposite side of the terminal arcs that tend to be the bottleneck.

So for instance, if augmentation bottlenecks tend to be on terminal arcs from s, we would like to run

uni-directionally from t. In such a case, an augmentation whose bottleneck is a terminal arc from

s, would not incur any rebuilding of trees. Indeed if one has prior knowledge regarding the likely

identity of augmentation bottlenecks, it turns out to be very beneficial to run uni-directionally from

the opposite side. We found this to be true on the surface fitting and multi-view reconstruction

instances of running uni-directionally from the right side compared to bi-directional version. In our

experiments we found speedup factors of 2 to 3 in such instances. We attempted to put in place

heuristics to adjust the directionality of the algorithm in mid-run, after having performed some

bi-directional augmentations and measuring the likelihood of terminal arcs being bottlenecks. It is

possible to phrase heuristics of this nature such that they work on our benchmark instances, but

we could not find an implementation that we considered to be sufficiently robust.

We attempted to implement the three-pass and blocking flow variants described in Section 4.3

and Section 4.2. These were somewhat less efficient than the standard form of IBFS, as explained

in these sections.

We also tried different orders of processing of orphan vertices, namely FIFO (First-In First-Out)

order, BFS (Breadth-First Search) order and DFS (Depth-First Search) order. The FIFO order

maintains orphans in a FIFO queue. If an augmentation saturates a single arc, which is typically

the case, FIFO order means that all subsequent orphans (which are in the original orphan’s subtree)
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will be processed in ascending order of labels. If the augmentation saturates more than one arc, then

FIFO processing will alternate between the different subtrees of the original orphans, but works in

ascending order of labels inside each of these subtrees. The FIFO order is our method of choice.

The BFS order is by ascending order of ds labels in the case of S-orphans and by ascending order

of dt labels in the case of T -orphans. We found this order to have little to no effect on the running

time compared to FIFO order. The BFS order is, however, slightly more awkward to implement

than FIFO, as it requires the use of two lists rather than one. The DFS order examines all the

orphans in the sub-tree of v before processing the next orphan vertex outside of v’s subtree, by

maintaining orphans in a stack. This method almost always incurs more scans of orphan vertices.

The reason for this is that often we reconnect an orphan v to a vertex u such that u is in the

subtree of another orphan w 6= v. We later process w and are forced to disconnect some vertices in

its subtree including v. However, due to the DFS manner of processing, cache efficiency improves.

If the children of an orphan v become orphans as well, they are processed immediately after v and

are thus very unlikely to incur a cache miss. For that reason, DFS order sometimes performs better

than FIFO order or BFS order. This behavior, however, is not consistent, and is therefore not our

method of choice.

5.2 Implementation Details

We now give details of our implementation of IBFS. We implement the nearly shortest paths variant

described in Section 4.1. In our experiments, we denote this implementation as IB.

We prepare the active list for the next level while growing vertices from the current level. When

we add a new vertex to the tree, we already insert it into the active list of the next level. If this

vertex is removed from the tree before it performs a growth step, then it remains in the active list

of the next level but we skip it when it is selected during a growth step.

We process orphans in a FIFO queue, as explained in Section 5.1.

For each vertex v in a tree, we keep its children in a linked list, which allows fast access when

adding these children to the list of orphans when v is relabeled.

During an orphan relabel step on an S-orphan v, if a potential parent u is found with ds(u) =

ds(v), then the scan halts and u is taken as the parent. It is easy to see that such a vertex u must
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have the minimum possible label of all potential parents. A similar rule is applied to T -orphans.

On vision instances, orphan relabels often result in increasing the label of the orphan by one.

To make this case more efficient, we use the following heuristic. When an orphan v is relabeled,

its children become orphans. For every child u of v, we make (v, u) the first arc in u’s adjacency

list. This is done by swapping (v, u) with the first arc of u. If v’s label does increase by one,

a subsequent orphan relabel step on u will find (u, v) immediately and halt (due to the previous

heuristic), saving a scan of u’s arc list.

We also make some low-level optimizations for improving cache efficiency. Every arc (u, v)

maintains a bit stating whether the residual capacity of (v, u) is zero. This saves an extra memory

access to the reverse arc during growth steps in T and during orphan steps in S. The bit is updated

during augmentations, when residual capacities change. Moreover, we maintain the adjacency list

of a vertex v in an array. To make the comparison between IBFS and BK fair, we make these low-

level optimizations to BK as well. We compared our improved BK code, UBK, to BK version 3.0.1

from http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/V.Kolmogorov/software.html. Overall, UBK is about

20% faster than the original BK implementation, although the speedup is not uniform and BK is

slightly faster on some instances.

5.3 Experiments

We ran our experiments on a 32-bit Windows 7 machine with 4 GB of RAM and an Intel I3-330M

Core 2.13 GHz processor (64 KB L1, 256 KB L2, and 3 MB L3 cache). We used the Microsoft Visual

C++ 6.0 compiler with default “Release” optimization settings. We report system times (obtained

with the ftime function) of the maximum flow computation, which excludes the time to read and

initialize the graph. For all problems, capacities are integral.

Table 5.1 gives run times and operation counts for our test instances. For each instance, we

give the number of vertices, n, and density, m/n. We then report the running times (in seconds)

of IB and UBK, together with the relative speedup (SPD), i.e., the ratio between them (UBK/IB).

Values greater than 1.0 favor IB. The remaining columns contain some useful operation counts. PU

is the sum of the lengths of all augmenting paths. GS is the number of arc scans during growth

steps. OS is the number of arc scans during orphan steps. Finally, OT is the number of arcs

http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/V.Kolmogorov/software.html
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scanned by UBK when traversing the paths from a potential parent to the root of its tree (these

are not included in OS ). Note that all counts are per vertex (i.e, they are normalized by n).

Note that the GS and OS operations access arcs that are consecutive in memory, while PU and

OT access arcs that are not necessarily consecutive. As a result, the latter operations are more

likely to incur cache misses.

The instances in the table are split into six blocks. Each represents a different family: image seg-

mentation using scribble software, image segmentation, surface fitting, multi-view reconstruction,

stereo images, and a hard DIMACS family.

The first five families are vision instances. The scribble instances were created by the au-

thor, and are available at http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~sagihed/ibfs/. They originally had float

capacities rather than integral capacities. We converted these capacities to integral capacities

using a precision of 3 decimal digits. The four remaining vision families are available at http:

//vision.csd.uwo.ca/maxflow-data/, together with detailed descriptions. Note that each image

segmentation instance has two versions, with maximum capacity 10 or 100. For the vision problems,

the running times are the average of three runs for every instance. Because stereo image instances

are solved extremely fast, we present the total time for solving all instances of each subfamily.

Note that IB is faster than BK on all vision instances, except bone10 and bone100. The speedup

achieved by IB is usually modest, but can be close to an order of magnitude in some cases (such

as gargoyle). IB is also more robust. It has similar performance on gargoyle and camel, which

are problems from the same application and of similar size; in contrast, UBK is much slower on

gargoyle than on camel.

Operation counts show that augmenting on shortest paths leads to fewer arc flow changes and

growth steps, but to more orphan processing. This is because IB has more restrictions on how

a disconnected vertex can be reconnected. UBK also performs OT operations, which on some

instances are numerous (e.g., gargoyle).

Most vision instances are easy, with few operations per vertex. To see what happens on harder

problems, and to observe asymptotic trends, we use the DIMACS [JM93] family rmf-wide that is

hardest for modern algorithms. Graphs in this family consist of a stack of b frames. Every frame is

an a by a square grid, with infinite capacity bi-directional connections between every vertex and its

neighbors inside the frame. Every vertex in the frame is also connected bi-directionally to a random

http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~sagihed/ibfs/
http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/maxflow-data/
http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/maxflow-data/
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vertex in the frame above and to a random vertex in the frame below. Inter-frame connections

have a capacity selected uniformly at random from the range [1...10, 000]. A corner vertex of the

first frame is the source and a corner vertex of the last frame is the sink. The rmf-wideN instance

is defined by the parameters: a = 2
2N
5 , b = 2

N
5 , rounded to integral values.

For the rmf-wide family, each entry in the table is the average of five instances with the same

parameters and different seeds. On this family, IB is asymptotically faster than UBK, but not

competitive with good general-purpose codes [Gol09]. For larger instances, UBK performs more

operations of every kind, including orphan processing. In addition, it performs a large number of

OT operations.
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instance time [s] pu gs os ot
name b n

1000
c m

n
ib ubk spd ib ubk ib ubk ib ubk ubk

black car 39 5.0 0.015 0.026 1.73 6.9 28.7 5.6 7.2 51.1 7.5 11.9
food 78 5.0 0.067 0.083 1.24 15.0 45.4 6.4 7.9 57.7 8.3 25.1
flowers 193 5.0 0.868 1.133 1.31 64.5 214.4 7.8 14.2 253.3 21.1 81.8
man 195 5.0 0.530 0.785 1.48 47.1 154.9 6.9 14.9 159.1 22.1 67.6
earth 206 5.0 0.234 0.389 1.66 16.8 75.1 6.6 8.2 72.2 9.8 27.8
diggedshweng 301 5.0 0.421 1.263 3.00 16.9 160.0 6.7 7.7 87.8 7.7 38.4
hessi1a 494 5.0 5.808 6.427 1.11 108.4 353.2 7.3 25.4 601.7 43.9 126.5
monalisa 789 5.0 2.917 4.326 1.48 30.9 181.9 8.1 11.7 239.4 17.1 59.2
house 967 5.0 2.537 3.156 1.24 33.0 122.2 6.3 10.2 129.6 13.3 43.7
anthra 1,061 5.0 6.281 6.733 1.07 53.5 153.0 6.8 17.3 348.3 27.3 83.3
bone xyz xy10 245 7.0 0.078 0.078 1.00 0.3 0.6 6.6 6.6 8.4 2.1 2.8
bone xyz xy100 245 7.0 0.083 0.104 1.25 1.0 2.7 6.7 7.0 10.2 2.9 5.1
bone xyz x10 491 7.0 0.176 0.187 1.06 0.3 0.6 6.5 6.7 8.6 2.2 2.9
bone xyz x100 491 7.0 0.187 0.223 1.19 1.0 2.6 6.6 6.9 10.3 2.7 5.0
bone xyz10 983 7.0 0.592 0.597 1.01 0.4 1.0 7.0 7.9 23.4 5.3 7.8
bone xyz100 983 7.0 0.676 0.832 1.23 1.6 6.3 7.1 8.4 26.9 6.2 13.2
bone xy10 1,949 7.0 1.170 1.326 1.13 0.5 1.2 6.8 7.9 22.1 5.0 9.0
bone xy100 1,949 7.0 1.424 2.012 1.41 2.1 8.5 6.8 8.3 27.0 5.9 17.4
bone x10 3,899 7.0 2.730 3.203 1.17 0.6 1.3 6.6 8.2 25.0 5.5 11.7
bone x100 3,899 7.0 3.302 5.324 1.61 2.8 10.9 6.8 8.8 30.1 6.8 23.0
liver10 4,161 7.0 4.914 5.979 1.22 1.0 2.1 6.5 9.6 45.6 8.7 22.2
liver100 4,161 7.0 6.619 14.212 2.15 7.5 23.2 6.9 12.3 56.0 13.6 66.5
babyface10 5,062 7.0 4.981 5.719 1.15 0.5 1.0 6.4 9.3 38.6 7.0 15.4
babyface100 5,062 7.0 6.442 11.330 1.76 4.5 12.7 6.6 10.7 46.3 9.5 39.5
bone10 7,798 7.0 6.239 4.207 0.67 0.09 0.1 6.9 7.5 30.7 3.6 3.6
bone100 7,798 7.0 7.014 5.564 0.79 0.5 2.0 6.9 8.1 35.6 5.1 7.0
bunny-sml 805 6.9 0.124 0.156 1.26 0.6 0.8 6.3 6.4 0.7 0.8 0.8
bunny-med 6,311 7.0 1.040 1.279 1.23 0.3 0.5 6.2 6.2 0.6 0.4 0.6
gargoyle-sml 1,105 5.0 0.894 8.558 9.57 7.8 212.8 7.5 6.8 33.5 10.7 143.2
camel-sml 1,209 5.0 0.842 1.310 1.56 5.3 27.6 6.6 6.8 27.5 8.0 23.1
gargoyle-med 8,847 5.0 22.578 139.058 6.16 22.7 337.2 8.7 12.1 121.6 20.7 250.5
camel-med 9,676 5.0 21.003 32.328 1.54 20.4 74.0 6.8 9.4 92.4 13.0 61.2
BVZ-tsukuba — — 0.416 0.452 1.09 1.2 1.7 5.1 5.5 10.8 3.9 2.8
BVZ-sawtooth — — 0.697 0.837 1.20 1.6 2.5 5.1 5.5 6.1 3.7 2.7
BVZ-venus — — 1.065 1.185 1.11 2.3 4.1 5.7 6.2 13.5 6.0 5.1
KZ2-sawtooth — — 1.679 2.490 1.48 2.6 4.3 8.1 9.3 7.5 8.8 4.0
KZ2-venus — — 2.979 4.144 1.39 3.3 6.2 8.8 11.2 18.0 13.5 8.1
rmf wide 3 6.5 0.021 0.031 1.48 53.4 97.2 34.8 48.0 260.1 156.6 265.9
rmf wide 8 6.6 0.062 0.130 2.10 75.7 203.4 43.8 83.0 429.5 242.7 715.6
rmf wide 16 6.6 0.172 0.582 3.38 100.8 400.9 55.2 116.9 462.3 339.4 1748.9
rmf wide 32 6.7 0.488 2.251 4.61 130.7 677.3 73.3 154.1 656.2 450.1 3249.1
rmf wide 65 6.7 1.825 10.790 5.91 173.8 1231.4 93.2 242.8 903.5 635.5 7275.8
rmf wide 123 6.8 7.228 72.956 10.09 246.9 2580.4 124.2 1054.0 1871.0 2285.5 22485.7

Table 5.1: Performance of IBFS and BK on various instances. IB indicates IBFS, UBK indicates

an upgraded version of BK. Time is given in seconds. SPD is the speedup factor; values greater than 1.0

favor IB. Operation counts are per vertex (i.e, they are normalized by n). PU is the combined length of all

augmenting paths. GS is the number of arc scans during growth steps. OS is the number of arc scans during

orphan steps. OT is the number of arcs scanned by UBK when traversing the paths from a potential parent

to the root of its tree (these are not included in OS).
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Concluding Remarks

Motivated by the BK algorithm, we gave its theoretically justified analog, IBFS, that has a good

asymptotic worst case time bound. In addition, IBFS appears to be faster and more robust than

BK in practice. We hope that the algorithm will be adopted by the vision community.

We also describe theoretically interesting variants of our algorithm, and show that time bounds

accomplished by other maximum flow algorithms apply to them as well.

We note that our algorithm also applies to the following general semi-dynamic setting: we want

to maintain shortest path trees when arbitrary arcs can be deleted from the graph, and arcs that

are not on shortest paths can be added to the graph. We note that this is somewhat reminiscent

of the problem of dynamic reachability [SE81]. Finding other applications for this general setting

can be an interesting continuation of this work.

A natural question that is left open is whether one can find a strongly polynomial maximum

flow algorithm, that would have competitive performance in practice both on the computer vision

families and the other maximum flow families, namely the extensively used DIMACS families

[JM93]. Although IBFS performs better than BK on the DIMACS families, it is left well behind by

other general purpose algorithms such as Push-Relabel. IBFS, with its use of vertex labels and the

relabel operation, is closer to the realm of Push-Relabel than BK. A hybrid algorithm, combining

IBFS and Push-Relabel, might well be a possible solution to the problem, and is worth future

study.
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